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Calling kids and art lovers of all ages: get creative and make the flowers in this beautiful coloring
book spring to life by adding your own color and detail. Use the imaginative outlines in this book to
produce your own beautiful works of art featuring natural flowers with colored pencils.Each delightful
scenario is guaranteed to bring out your creative instincts, enabling you to complete it with colors of
your choosing. Also check out the other volumes in this gorgeous coloring book series, featuring
fairies, victoriana patterns, tattoos, and impressionist artwork.By the end you will have a gallery of
personalized pictures that you will be proud to call your own.
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Don't miss this book. If you only can buy one book make this the one if you like flowers. The flowers
inside are stunning and made me think of sitting in the garden in spring and summer and enjoying
my flowers. Picture the prettiest flowers that you could color and you will find them in here. Endless
hours of enjoyment.

Love this coloring book. The designs good and don't take a whole lot of time. I have several coloring
books where the pictures take several evenings to complete. Sometimes it is nice to sit down and
color a picture in one sitting. The paper is good quality. I use pencils.

I bought this for my mom for Mother's Day. She will be using it during the Winter to fill up a little time
since she can't get out much when it snows. She's really excited about doing this - and it's a great
activity for older people as it keeps the brain active in a creative way.

I love this book and truly enjoy coloring all the beautiful flowers. I've been coloring since I was a
child and have many kids coloring books. When I heard of the adult coloring books I was elated.
Flowers are some of my favorite things to color because colors are limitless. The paper quality in
this book is great and only printed on one side. The pages aren't perforated but it isn't a problem for
me. I used prismacolor and koh-1-noor tri-tone pencils.

The pictures are beautiful, most not so intricately detailed that it becomes a problem for some of us
older gals with occasional arthritis problems, good quality paper. Great coloring book and only way it
could be better is if the pages were perforated.

Great "art" book for my 91 yr. old mom who loves to color using her pastels pencils.

I did not purchase this from . I was very disappointed unlike the other reviews in the overall quality. I
purchased from a catalog this one and the stained glass and threw them out and so far Colorama
leads in quality. These have thin paper, so many errors, many are like hidden object games where
you cannot figure out what you are trying to color. Yes, they take up the entire page but there are
also many that take up half a page of black lines and you don't want to go through an entire set of
pencils just to color one section. Unlike the others you cannot tear them out and frame them. I don't
want to spend time to make something look really nice to only find out that half the picture was
misprinted. I would move on to another book.

This is a good coloring book with flowers and lots of them. The flowers are wonderful. Sort of like a
garden inside the book. Very pretty. Lots of coloring fun. The pages are only designed on one side
so it does not bleed through the other side. Like remembering spring and summertime. Good
coloring fun for all, Not so very intricately detailed, but still well detailed. Paper is thin but a good
quality. If the pages were perforated then they could be taken out for framing which is not possible.
However, becasue they are not perforated they do stay in the book quite nicely. Thus, depending if
you want to fram this may or may not be an issue for you.
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